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Object-oriented Programming in Python Oct 21 2021 This book presents a balanced and flexible approach to the incorporation of
object-oriented principles in introductory courses using Python. Familiarizes readers with the terminology of object-oriented
programming, the concept of an object's underlying state information, and its menu of available behaviors. Includes an exclusive,
easy-to-use custom graphics library that helps readers grasp both basic and more advanced concepts. Lays the groundwork for
transition to other languages such as Java and C++. For those interested in learning more about object-oriented programming using
Python.
Object-Oriented Programming in Turbo C++ Jun 16 2021 Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) is the most dramatic and
potentially confusing-innovation in software development since the dawn of the computer age. Based on the idea of treating functions
and data as objects, OOP results in programs that are more flexible, more easily maintained, and, on the whole, more powerful.
Suitable for students, hackers, and enthusiasts, Object-Oriented Programming in Turbo C++ is written by best-selling author Robert
Lafore. Step-by-step lessons teach the Basics of Object-Oriented Programming with Turbo C++ and its new Windows-compatible
sibling, Borland C++. Object-Oriented Programming in Turbo C++ focuses on C++ as a separate language, distinct from C, and
assumes no prior experience with C.
An Introduction to Object-oriented Programming with Java Dec 31 2019 An introductory text for beginners with no background
in programming, this book teaches students how to write object-oriented programs and is appropriate for any first programming course
in Java. It covers both Java applets and applications.
Object-Oriented Programming in C++ Sep 19 2021 Object-Oriented Programming in C++ begins with the basic principles of the C++
programming language and systematically introduces increasingly advanced topics while illustrating the OOP methodology. While the
structure of this book is similar to that of the previous edition, each chapter reflects the latest ANSI C++ standard and the examples
have been thoroughly revised to reflect current practices and standards. Educational Supplement Suggested solutions to the
programming projects found at the end of each chapter are made available to instructors at recognized educational institutions. This
educational supplement can be found at www.prenhall.com, in the Instructor Resource Center.
Object-Oriented Programming and Java Dec 23 2021 Covering the latest in Java technologies, Object-Oriented Programming and Java
teaches the subject in a systematic, fundamentals-first approach. It begins with the description of real-world object interaction
scenarios and explains how they can be translated, represented and executed using object-oriented programming paradigm. By
establishing a solid foundation in the understanding of object-oriented programming concepts and their applications, this book
provides readers with the pre-requisites for writing proper object-oriented programs using Java.
Object-oriented Programming in JAVA Jan 12 2021 KEY FEATURES: Up-to-date Java 2 coverage, including coverage of the
Swing Set Graphics, servlets, RMI, CORBA, Java beans, and networking topics such as security and encryption. Object-oriented
programming is introduced in Chapter One and readers start to use and apply these concepts in Chapter Two. The pedagogy of the
book is strongly reinforced by way of more than 600 section review exercises, including answers to all odd-numbered exercises. In

addition, the book contains over 500 examples, 200 of which are complete programs. Over a dozen extended sample applications are
included, which emphasize (a) problem statement, (b) problem solution, (c) Java implementation, (d) detailed discussion of the Sample
Application, and (e) program development principles. Provides a comprehensive supplement package, including an Instructor CD,
PowerPoint Slides, and a Companion Website.
Data Abstraction and Object-Oriented Programming in C++ Aug 31 2022 Software -- Programming Languages.
Object-Oriented Programming in Oberon-2 Nov 09 2020 Without a doubt the idea of object-oriented programming has brought some
motion into the field of programming methodology and enlarged the set of programming languages. Object-oriented programming is
nothing new-it first arose in the sixties. The motivation came from the simulation of discrete event systems. The concept first
manifested itself in the language Simula 67. It took nearly two decades for the method to gain impetus, and today object-oriented
programming is an important concept and a powerful technique. Meanwhile, we can even speak of an over reaction, for the concept
has become a buzzword. But buzzwords always appear where there is the hope of exploiting ill-informed clients because they see the
new approach as the solution to all their problems. Thus object-oriented programming is often hailed as a panacea. And so the question
is justified: What is really behind it? To let the cat out of the bag: There is more to object-oriented programming than merely putting
data as objects in the fore ground, instead of algorithms to which the data are subject. It is more than purely an alternative view of
programmed systems. To identify the essence of object-oriented programming, is the subject of this book. This is a textbook that
shows in a didactically skillful way which concepts and constructs are new, where they can be employed reasonably, and what
advantages they offer. For, not all programs are automatically improved by merely recasting them in an object-oriented style.
Object-oriented Programming in Common LISP Jul 26 2019 This book is an introduction to the CLOS model of object-oriented
programming. CLOS, the Common Lisp Object System, is a newly designed object-oriented programming language that has evolved
as a standard from various object-oriented extensions of the basic Lisp language. The language definition of CLOS comprises a set of
tools for developing object-oriented programs in Common Lisp. The book serves two purposes: it is a practical guide to CLOS
programming and stands as a tutorial teaching object-oriented techniques for software design and development.
Object-oriented Programming in Microsoft C++ Nov 02 2022 A comprehensive, entertaining guide to learning the techniques of
object-oriented programming discusses such topics as input, variables, structures, loops, arrays, and virtual functions. Original.
Python 3 Object Oriented Programming Oct 01 2022 Harness the power of Python 3 objects.
Object-oriented Programming in Visual Basic .NET Oct 28 2019 Visual Basic .NET (VB .NET) has been a radical departure from
previous versions of Visual Basic. The language is now fully object-oriented, and can be used either to write programs, or to create
components that fit within the .NET architecture. If you are learning to program, VB .NET will give you a previously unheard-or mix
of power, flexibility and ease of use. The book approaches the language from an object-oriented (OO) perspective, demonstrating that
Visual Basic can now be used to develop real industrial-strength OO systems and software components. It starts by covering OO
analysis, design and modelling using UML, and then moves on to a full discussion of OO concepts. Advanced topics such as data
structures database applications and software design patterns are also covered. Throughout, students are shown how to develop short
programs in order to illustrate the fundamentals of algorithm design and structured programming.
An Introduction to Object-Oriented Programming in C++ May 28 2022 This book introduces the art of programming in C++. The
topics covered range from simple C++ programmes to programme features such as classes, templates, and namespaces. Emphasis is
placed on developing a good programming technique and demonstrating when and how to use the advanced features of C++. This
revised and extended second edition includes: the Standard Template Library (STL), a major addition to the ANSI C++ standard; full
coverage of all the major topics of C++, such as templates; and practical tools developed for object-oriented computer graphics
programming. All code program files and exercises are ANSI C++ compatible and have been compiled on both Borland C++ v5.5 and
GNU/Linux g++ v2.91 compilers. They are available from the author's web site.
Object-Oriented Programming Languages: Interpretation Feb 22 2022 This comprehensive examination of the main approaches
to object-oriented language explains key features of the languages in use today. Class-based, prototypes and Actor languages are all
examined and compared in terms of their semantic concepts. This book provides a unique overview of the main approaches to objectoriented languages. Exercises of varying length, some of which can be extended into mini-projects are included at the end of each
chapter. This book can be used as part of courses on Comparative Programming Languages or Programming Language Semantics at
Second or Third Year Undergraduate Level. Some understanding of programming language concepts is required.
Object-Oriented Programming Languages and Event-Driven Programming Nov 29 2019 Essential concepts of programming
language design and implementation are explained and illustrated in the context of the object-oriented programming language (OOPL)
paradigm. Written with the upper-level undergraduate student in mind, the text begins with an introductory chapter that summarizes
the essential features of an OOPL, then widens the discussion to categorize the other major paradigms, introduce the important issues,
and define the essential terms. After a brief second chapter on event-driven programming (EDP), subsequent chapters are built around
case studies in each of the languages Smalltalk, C++, Java, C#, and Python. Included in each case study is a discussion of the
accompanying libraries, including the essential container classes. For each language, one important event-driven library is singled out
and studied. Sufficient information is given so that students can complete an event-driven project in any of the given languages. After
completing the course the student should have a solid set of skills in each language the instructor chooses to cover, a comprehensive
overview of how these languages relate to each other, and an appreciation of the major issues in OOPL design. Key Features:
•Provides essential coverage of Smalltalk origins, syntax, and semantics, a valuable asset for students wanting to understand the hybrid
Objective C language •Provides detailed case studies of Smalltalk, Java, C++, C#, and Python and features a side-by-side development
of the Java and C++ languages--highlighting their similarities and differences •Sets the discussion in a historical framework, tracing
the roots of the OOPLs back to Simula 67. •Provides broad-based coverage of all languages, imparting essential skills as well as an
appreciation for each language’s design philosophy •Includes chapter summary, review questions, chapter exercises, an appendix with
event-driven projects, and instructor resources
Python 3 Object-Oriented Programming Aug 19 2021 Uncover modern Python with this guide to Python data structures, design
patterns, and effective object-oriented techniques Key FeaturesIn-depth analysis of many common object-oriented design patterns that
are more suitable to Python's unique styleLearn the latest Python syntax and librariesExplore abstract design patterns and implement

them in Python 3.8Book Description Object-oriented programming (OOP) is a popular design paradigm in which data and behaviors
are encapsulated in such a way that they can be manipulated together. This third edition of Python 3 Object-Oriented Programming
fully explains classes, data encapsulation, and exceptions with an emphasis on when you can use each principle to develop welldesigned software. Starting with a detailed analysis of object-oriented programming, you will use the Python programming language
to clearly grasp key concepts from the object-oriented paradigm. You will learn how to create maintainable applications by studying
higher level design patterns. The book will show you the complexities of string and file manipulation, and how Python distinguishes
between binary and textual data. Not one, but two very powerful automated testing systems, unittest and pytest, will be introduced in
this book. You'll get a comprehensive introduction to Python's concurrent programming ecosystem. By the end of the book, you will
have thoroughly learned object-oriented principles using Python syntax and be able to create robust and reliable programs confidently.
What you will learnImplement objects in Python by creating classes and defining methodsGrasp common concurrency techniques and
pitfalls in Python 3Extend class functionality using inheritanceUnderstand when to use object-oriented features, and more importantly
when not to use themDiscover what design patterns are and why they are different in PythonUncover the simplicity of unit testing and
why it's so important in PythonExplore concurrent object-oriented programmingWho this book is for If you're new to object-oriented
programming techniques, or if you have basic Python skills and wish to learn in depth how and when to correctly apply OOP in
Python, this is the book for you. If you are an object-oriented programmer for other languages or seeking a leg up in the new world of
Python 3.8, you too will find this book a useful introduction to Python. Previous experience with Python 3 is not necessary.
Concurrent Object-Oriented Programming and Petri Nets May 16 2021 Concurrency and distribution have become the dominant
paradigm and concern in computer science. Despite the fact that much of the early research in object-oriented programming focused
on sequential systems, objects are a natural unit of distribution and concurrency - as elucidated early on by research on the Actor
model. Thus, models and theories of concurrency, the oldest one being Petri nets, and their relation to objects are an attractive topic of
study. This book presents state-of-the-art results on Petri nets and concurrent object-oriented programming in a coherent and
competent way. The 24 thoroughly reviewed and revised papers are organized in three sections. The first consists of long papers, each
presenting a detailed approach to integrating Petri nets and object-orientation. Section II includes shorter papers with emphasis on
concrete examples to demonstrate the approach. Finally, section III is devoted to papers which significantly build on the Actor model
of computation.
Concise Guide to Object-Oriented Programming Feb 10 2021 This engaging textbook provides an accessible introduction to
coding and the world of Object-Oriented (OO) programming, using Java as the illustrative programming language. Emphasis is placed
on what is most helpful for the first-time coder, in order to develop and understand their knowledge and skills in a way that is relevant
and practical. The examples presented in the text demonstrate how skills in OO programming can be used to create applications and
programs that have real-world value in daily life. Topics and features: presents an overview of programming and coding, a brief
history of programming languages, and a concise introduction to programming in Java using BlueJ; discusses classes and objects,
reviews various Java library objects and packages, and introduces the idea of the Application Programming Interface (API); highlights
how OO design forms an essential role in producing a useful solution to a problem, and the importance of the concept of class
polymorphism; examines what to do when code encounters an error condition, describing the exception handling mechanism and
practical measures in defensive coding; investigates the work of arrays and collections, with a particular focus on fixed length arrays,
the ArrayList, HashMap and HashSet; describes the basics of building a Graphical User Interface (GUI) using Swing, and the concept
of a design pattern; outlines two complete applications, from conceptual design to implementation, illustrating the content covered by
the rest of the book; provides code for all examples and projects at an associated website. This concise guide is ideal for the novice
approaching OO programming for the first time, whether they are a student of computer science embarking on a one-semester course
in this area, or someone learning for the purpose of professional development or self-improvement. The text does not require any prior
knowledge of coding, software engineering, OO, or mathematics.
Beginning Java 17 Fundamentals Apr 02 2020 Learn the fundamentals of the Java 17 LTS or Java Standard Edition version 17 Long
Term Support release, including basic programming concepts and the object-oriented fundamentals necessary at all levels of Java
development. Authors Kishori Sharan and Adam L. Davis walk you through writing your first Java program step-by-step. Armed with
that practical experience, you'll be ready to learn the core of the Java language. Beginning Java 17 Fundamentals provides over 90
diagrams and 240 complete programs to help you learn the topics faster. While this book teaches you the basics, it also has been
revised to include the latest from Java 17 including the following: value types (records), immutable objects with an efficient memory
layout; local variable type inference (var); pattern matching, a mechanism for testing and deconstructing values; sealed types, a
mechanism for declaring all possible subclasses of a class; multiline text values; and switch expressions. The book continues with a
series of foundation topics, including using data types, working with operators, and writing statements in Java. These basics lead onto
the heart of the Java language: object-oriented programming. By learning topics such as classes, objects, interfaces, and inheritance
you'll have a good understanding of Java's object-oriented model. The final collection of topics takes what you've learned and turns
you into a real Java programmer. You'll see how to take the power of object-oriented programming and write programs that can handle
errors and exceptions, process strings and dates, format data, and work with arrays to manipulate data. What You Will Learn Write
your first Java programs with emphasis on learning object-oriented programming How to work with switch expressions, value types
(records), local variable type inference, pattern matching switch and more from Java 17 Handle exceptions, assertions, strings and
dates, and object formatting Learn about how to define and use modules Dive in depth into classes, interfaces, and inheritance in Java
Use regular expressions Take advantage of the JShell REPL tool Who This Book Is For Those who are new to Java programming,
who may have some or even no prior programming experience.
Object Oriented Programming In Java (With Cd) Jul 06 2020 This book introduces the Java Programming Language ad explains how
to create Java applications and applets. It also discusses various Java programming concepts, such as Object Oriented Programming
(OOP), arrays as Data Structure, inheritance, multithreaded programming, and HTML Programming. Chapter 1: Java
FundamentalsChapter 2: Working with Java Members and Flow Control StatementsChapter 3: Working with Arrays, Vectors, Strings,
and Wrapper ClassesChapter 4: Exception Handling and I/O OperationsChapter 5: Implementing Inheritance in JavaChapter 6:
Multithreading and Packages in JavaChapter 7: Working with AppletsChapter 8: Window-Based Applications in Java

Beginning Object-Oriented Programming with C# Jul 30 2022 The ideal beginner's guide to C# and object-oriented programming
Wrox beginners' guides have the perfect formula for getting programming newcomers up and running. This one introduces beginners
to object-oriented programming using C# to demonstrate all of the core constructs of this programming framework. Using real-world
situations, you'll discover how to create, test, and deliver your programs and how to work with classes, arrays, collections, and all the
elements of object-oriented programming. Covers exactly what beginners, even those with no prior programming experience, need to
know to understand object-oriented programming and start writing programs in C# Explains the advantages and disadvantages of C#,
and tips for understanding C# syntax Explores properties, encapsulation, and classes; value data types; operands and operators; errors
and debugging; variables; and reference types Shows how to use statement repetition and program loops, understand arrays and
collections, and write your own classes Also covers inheritance and polymorphism Beginning Object-Oriented Programming with C#
uses the tried-and-true Wrox formula for making this popular programming method easy to learn.
Fundamentals of Object-Oriented Programming in Java Sep 27 2019 This book aims to present the concepts and techniques of
object-oriented programming as simply as possible so that it can be easily understood and mastered by beginners. The emphasis is on
presenting concepts at the right time and with the right amount of detail to encourage learning and mastery of the material. The book
does not focus on the Java programming language; rather, Java is used as a vehicle to implement the object-oriented concepts
presented in the book.To help readers become familiar with the Java programming language, the book starts off by describing the
basic features of the language. These include data types and variables, arrays, control structures (if, while, for, etc.), and performing
input and output. Several exercises have been carefully designed so that readers can get up to speed with Java as quickly as
possible.The book strikes a good balance between theory and practice. Some object-oriented concepts often require lengthy
explanations for beginners to fully understand the concepts. Based on years of experience in teaching object-oriented programming,
the book condenses long explanations in favour of providing real examples which show how the concepts are implemented in an
object-oriented program. Thus, detailed code examples are liberally interspersed with theoretical descriptions throughout the book.
One of the unique features of the book is that it contains five chapters (called “Programming Projects”) which explain how to build a
complete object-oriented program based on the material presented in the other chapters. These chapters appear when all the relevant
material required for writing the program has been thoroughly discussed in the preceding chapters. Each of the five chapters starts by
describing the problem in narrative form. The chapter then gives a detailed definition of the functionality required. Next, the chapter
explains how the functionality can be implemented using the object-oriented concepts presented earlier in the book. The chapter ends
with a complete working Java program that solves the problem described. Often, alternative solutions are presented so that readers will
be aware that there are competing ways to implement an object-oriented program with different trade-offs. Another unique feature of
the book is that that new material is not used or referenced before it has been discussed. The book is essentially incremental in nature
so that new concepts being introduced always build on earlier concepts. Thus, readers are only exposed to new concepts or language
features when pre-requisite material has been completely discussed. Also, great care has been taken to avoid the use of programming
language features which, though very useful for advanced programmers, can make it harder for a beginner to focus on and learn the
object-oriented principles being imparted.This book is based on the experience gained from many years of teaching object-oriented
programming to beginners who know another programming language. It is likely to benefit readers who are looking for a good,
practical introduction to object-oriented programming in Java, in an easy-to-understand format.
Interactive Object Oriented Programming in Java May 04 2020 Discover object oriented programming with Java in this unique
tutorial. This book uses Java and Eclipse to write and generate output for examples in topics such as classes, interfaces, overloading,
and overriding. Interactive Object Oriented Programming in Java uniquely presents its material in a dialogue with the reader to
encourage thinking and experimentation. Later chapters cover further Java programming concepts, such as abstract classes, packages,
and exception handling. At each stage you’ll be challenged by the author to help you absorb the information and become a proficient
Java programmer. Additionally, each chapter contains simple assignments to encourage you and boost your confidence level. What
You Will Learn Become proficient in object oriented programming Test your skills in the basics of Java Develop as a Java
programmer Use the Eclipse IDE to write your code Who This Book Is For Software developers and software testers.
Object Oriented Programming In C++, 4/E Mar 14 2021
Object-Oriented Programming in C++ Jan 30 2020 The textbook is intended to be used in the computer science course of "Objectoriented programming in C++." It contains all the information needed for completing assignments and labs. The textbook consists of 5
parts. At first we consider the possibilities of C++, which did not exist in the language C and which don't refer directly to the notion of
classes, in particular, stream input/output, operators of dynamic allocation of memory and setting it free, overloading of functions,
template functions. Further, we passed over from the notion of structure in the language C to the notion of the class. We described the
operations of the construction of the class and its elimination, static members of the class, friendly functions, interface and realization
of the class, overloading of operators for the objects of the given class, templates of classes and friendly ones. We have also
considered means of using created classes (aggregation and inheritance) for the extending possibilities of existing classes and the
notion of the base and derivative classes, multiple inheritance, building of the hierarchy of classes, usage of virtual functions, abstract
classes, polymorphic functions, virtual inheritance. In every part of the textbook we have given examples of programs with comments,
demonstrating suggested theoretical material. Every part ends with the questions for self-control and tasks for independent work with
the demonstrated programs. At the end of the textbook we have introduced the mandatory assignments for the course OOP in C++. In
order to help the students the textbook demonstrates codes of similar programs for all the types of assignments. This textbook is
intended for educational purposes.
Object-oriented Programming Mar 26 2022 Filmed work by students of the School of Design, Swinburne University of Technology.
Concepts of Object-oriented Programming Jun 24 2019 There are many books on object-oriented programming for the professional
programmer or designer who wants an in-depth knowledge. This is the first book for people that simply want to know what it is all
about. It opens with a description of the differences between the procedural and object-oriented programming approaches. Then
presents the basic concepts of object-oriented programming.
Introduction to Programming with Greenfoot Oct 09 2020 Introduction to Programming with Greenfoot: Object-Oriented
Programming in Java with games and Simulations is ideal for introductory courses in Java Programming or Introduction to Computer

Science. The only textbook to teach Java programming using Greenfoot—this is “Serious Fun.” Programming doesn't have to be dry
and boring. This book teaches Java programming in an interactive and engaging way that is technically relevant, pedagogically sound,
and highly motivational for students. Using the Greenfoot environment, and an extensive collection of compelling example projects,
students are given a unique, graphical framework in which to learn programming.
OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING WITH C++ Sep 07 2020 This book is the second edition of M.T. Somashekara’s earlier book
titled Programming in C++, under the new title Object-Oriented Programming with C++. In consonance with the new title, two
chapters—one explaining the concepts of object-oriented programming and the other on object oriented software development—have
been added, respectively, at the beginning and end of the book. Substantial improvements have been effected in all chapters on C++.
The book also carries a new chapter titled Standard Template Library. The book covers the C++ language thoroughly, from basic
concepts through advanced topics such as encapsulation, polymorphism, inheritance, and exception handling. It presents C++ in a
pedagogically sound way, giving many program examples to highlight the features and benefits of each of its concepts. The book is
suitable for all engineering and science students including the students of computer applications for learning the C++ language from
the first principles. KEY FEATURES : Logical flow of concepts starting from the preliminary topics to the major topics. Programs for
each concept to illustrate its significance and scope. Complete explanation of each program with emphasis on its core segment.
Chapter-end summary, review questions and programming exercises. Exhaustive glossary of programming terms.
Karel J Robot Aug 07 2020 "Karel J Robot" is an introduction to computer programming for novices. It uses the Java programming
language to introduce the principles of object-oriented programming. It is the latest version in the "Karel The Robot" series, originally
developed by Richard Pattis. It is a true successor to the original, emphasizing problem solving in a simple but "Turing Complete" and
interesting virtual world. "Karel J Robot" stresses problem solving rather than language syntax. It has been shown to be an effective
learning environment for novice programmers. A student able to do the exercises in this book, or one of its companions, is truly on his
or her way to a deep understanding of programming. Learn to write sophisticated Java code in a few weeks. It is not a comprehensive
treatment of Java, but emphasizes problem solving using objects, writing classes, and developing skill in algorithmic and polymorphic
thinking. It goes beyond thinking of computing as just "if" and "while." The advantages pointed out by reviewers of "Karel J Robot"
follow: "Karel J Robot" is an excellent introduction to modern computer science, without letting students get overwhelmed by the
details of a programming language (even though it is real Java). KJR provides a framework for understanding Object-Oriented
Programming from the very beginning. Students are encouraged to develop problem-solving skills by producing projects that solve
very complex problems with a relatively small set of tools. Don Slater, Carnegie-Mellon University I have been successfully
introducing students in grades 9 through 12 to programming using Karel for the past twenty years and "Karel J Robot" is the most
effective version yet. Students love it They find principles of OOP (class design, constructors, methods, inheritance, polymorphism)
come naturally to them, even before they learn about control structures. They discover recursive solutions without ever being taught
recursion. Best of all, Karel is gender neutral --- both girls and boys are so involved and excited that I have to push them out the door
and on to their next class when the period ends. Kathy Larson, Kingston High School, Kingston New York "Karel J Robot: A Gentle
Introduction to the Art of Object-Oriented Programming in Java" takes you on a well-sequenced and thoughtful journey through the
essential concepts in a first semester computer science course. Experience computer science at the level that it is most inspiring - the
conceptual level. The visual environment will help you teach and your students learn because everyone will have immediate visual
feedback, enabling them to see what they are doing. You will leave the Karel world with a deep understanding of polymorphism,
inheritance, abstraction, modularization, and step-wise refinement, to name just a few topics. If you are an AP Computer Science
teacher, you have just found the perfect guide to help ensure you do not lose sight of the forest (i.e., computer science) through the
trees (i.e., the details of the language). Dave Wittry, Troy High School "Karel J Robot" provides an uncluttered setting for laying the
foundation for all of the key OO concepts. The perfect "starter" for understanding objects, OO design and OO programming. Michael
Goldweber, Xavier University
Mastering JavaScript Object-Oriented Programming Aug 26 2019 Unleash the true power of JavaScript by mastering Object-Oriented
programming principles and patterns About This Book Covering all the new Object-Oriented features introduced in ES6, this book
shows you how to build large-scale web apps Build apps that promote scalability, maintainability, and reusability Learn popular
Object-Oriented programming (OOP) principles and design patterns to build robust apps Implement Object-Oriented concepts in a
wide range of front-end architectures Who This Book Is For This book is ideal for you if you are a JavaScript developers who wants to
gain expertise in OOP with JavaScript to improve your web development skills and build professional quality web applications. What
You Will Learn Master JavaScript's OOP features, including the one's provided by ES6 specification Identify and apply the most
common design patterns such as Singleton, Factory, Observer, Model-View-Controller, and Mediator Patterns Understand the SOLID
principles and their benefits Use the acquired OOP knowledge to build robust and maintainable code Design applications using a
modular architecture based on SOLID principles In Detail ECMAScript 6 introduces several new Object-Oriented features that
drastically change the way developers structure their projects. Web developers now have some advanced OOP functionality at their
disposal to build large-scale applications in JavaScript. With this book, we'll provide you with a comprehensive overview of OOP
principles in JavaScript and how they can be implemented to build sophisticated web applications. Kicking off with a subtle refresher
on objects, we'll show you how easy it is to define objects with the new ES6 classes. From there, we'll fly you through some essential
OOP principles, forming a base for you to get hands-on with encapsulation. You'll get to work with the different methods of
inheritance and we'll show you how to avoid using inheritance with Duck Typing. From there, we'll move on to some advanced
patterns for object creation and you'll get a strong idea of how to use interesting patterns to present data to users and to bind data. We'll
use the famous promises to work with asynchronous processes and will give you some tips on how to organize your code effectively.
You'll find out how to create robust code using SOLID principles and finally, we'll show you how to clearly define the goals of your
application architecture to get better, smarter, and more effective coding. This book is your one-way ticket to becoming a JavaScript
Jedi who can be counted on to deliver flexible and maintainable code. Style and approach This comprehensive guide on advanced
OOP principles and patterns in JavaScript is packed with real-world use cases, and shows you how to implement advanced OOP
features to build sophisticated web applications that promote scalability and reusability.
Object-oriented Programming in C++ Jun 04 2020 A valuable handbook/reference for professionals who need to learn C++ and

master its latest updates, this exceptionally organized, #1-rated guide teaches the power and flexibility of the C++ programming
language through object-oriented programming applications. Examines the most up-to-date C++ features, including new-style headers,
new-style casts, type bool, type string, stringstream classes, namespaces, namespace std., exception handling, run-time type
identification, operator new , the template input/output classes, and more. Offers complete coverage on STL (standard template
library), including containers, iterators, algorithms, and function objects; the standard input/output library IN DETAIL; and the
Microsoft Foundation Classes. Contains an extensive number of well-constructed examples, beautifully fashioned sample applications,
interesting and practical programming exercises, boxed figures and vibrant illustrations. A companion web site provides the book's
source code, header files, and data files; sample syllabi; transparencies; and an errata list. For professionals in computer science and
related fields.
Theoretical Aspects of Object-oriented Programming Jun 28 2022 Although the theory of object-oriented programming languages is
far from complete, this book brings together the most important contributions to its development to date, focusing in particular on how
advances in type systems and semantic models can contribute to new language designs.The fifteen chapters are divided into five parts:
Objects and Subtypes, Type Inference, Coherence, Record Calculi, and Inheritance. The chapters are organized approximately in order
of increasing complexity of the programming language constructs they consider - beginning with variations on Pascal- and Algol-like
languages, developing the theory of illustrative record object models, and concluding with research directions for building a more
comprehensive theory of object-oriented programming languages.Part I discusses the similarities and differences between "objects"
and algebraic-style abstract data types, and the fundamental concept of a subtype. Parts II-IV are concerned with the "record model" of
object-oriented languages. Specifically, these chapters discuss static and dynamic semantics of languages with simple object models
that include a type or class hierarchy but do not explicitly provide what is often called dynamic binding. Part V considers extensions
and modifications to record object models, moving closer to the full complexity of practical object-oriented languages.Carl A. Gunter
is Professor in the Department of Computer and Information Science at the University of Pennsylvania. John C. Mitchell is Professor
in the Department of Computer Science at Stanford University.
Sams Teach Yourself Object Oriented Programming in 21 Days Jul 18 2021 The overriding purpose of this title is to make
programmers marketable. The software industry will leave behind any developer who does not have object-oriented development
skills, and this book helps the developer to quickly get up to speed with objects.
Object Oriented Programming With C++ Dec 11 2020 In older times, classic procedure-oriented programming was used to solve
real-world problems by fitting them in a few, predetermined data types. However, with the advent of object-oriented programming,
models could be created for real-life systems. With the concept gaining popularity, its field of research and application has also grown
to become one of the major disciplines of software development. With Object-Oriented Programming with C++, the authors offer an
in- depth view of this concept with the help of C++, right from its origin to real programming level. With a major thrust on control
statements, structures and functions, pointers, polymorphism, inheritance and reusability, file and exception handling, and templates,
this book is a resourceful cache of programs-bridging the gap between theory and application. To make the book student- friendly, the
authors have supplemented difficult topics with illustrations and programs. Put forth in a lucid language and simple style to benefit all
types of learner, Object-Oriented Programming with C++ is packaged with review questions for self-learning.
Object-oriented Programming in ColdFusion Apr 14 2021 Break free from procedural programming and learn how to optimize
your applications and enhance your skills using objects and design patterns.
Object-oriented Programming with Visual Basic .NET Nov 21 2021 A programmer's complete guide to Visual Basic .NET.
Starting with a sample application and a high-level map, the book jumps right into showing how the parts of .NET fit with Visual
Basic .NET. Topics include the common language runtime, Windows Forms, ASP.NET, Web Forms, Web Services, and ADO.NET.
Python Object-Oriented Programming Jan 24 2022 Being familiar with object-oriented design is an essential part of programming in
Python. This new edition includes all the topics that made Python Object-Oriented Programming an instant Packt classic. Moreover,
it’s packed with updated content to reflect more recent changes in the core Python libraries and cover modern third-party packages.
Advanced Object-Oriented Programming in R Apr 26 2022 Learn how to write object-oriented programs in R and how to construct
classes and class hierarchies in the three object-oriented systems available in R. This book gives an introduction to object-oriented
programming in the R programming language and shows you how to use and apply R in an object-oriented manner. You will then be
able to use this powerful programming style in your own statistical programming projects to write flexible and extendable software.
After reading Advanced Object-Oriented Programming in R, you'll come away with a practical project that you can reuse in your own
analytics coding endeavors. You’ll then be able to visualize your data as objects that have state and then manipulate those objects with
polymorphic or generic methods. Your projects will benefit from the high degree of flexibility provided by polymorphism, where the
choice of concrete method to execute depends on the type of data being manipulated. What You'll Learn Define and use classes and
generic functions using R Work with the R class hierarchies Benefit from implementation reuse Handle operator overloading Apply
the S4 and R6 classes Who This Book Is For Experienced programmers and for those with at least some prior experience with R
programming language. /div
ECOOP '93 - Object-Oriented Programming Mar 02 2020 It is now more than twenty-five years since object-oriented
programming was “inve- ed” (actually, more than thirty years since work on Simula started), but, by all accounts, it would appear as if
object-oriented technology has only been “discovered” in the past ten years! When the first European Conference on Object-Oriented
Programming was held in Paris in 1987, I think it was generally assumed that Object-Oriented Progr- ming, like Structured
Programming, would quickly enter the vernacular, and that a c- ference on the subject would rapidly become superfluous. On the
contrary, the range and impact of object-oriented approaches and methods continues to expand, and, - spite the inevitable oversell and
hype, object-oriented technology has reached a level of scientific maturity that few could have foreseen ten years ago. Object-oriented
technology also cuts across scientific cultural boundaries like p- haps no other field of computer science, as object-oriented concepts
can be applied to virtually all the other areas and affect virtually all aspects of the software life cycle. (So, in retrospect, emphasizing
just Programming in the name of the conference was perhaps somewhat short-sighted, but at least the acronym is pronounceable and
easy to rem- ber!) This year’s ECOOP attracted 146 submissions from around the world - making the selection process even tougher
than usual. The selected papers range in topic from programming language and database issues to analysis and design and reuse, and

from experience reports to theoretical contributions.
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